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About This Content

Special forces and special operations forces are military units trained to conduct special operations.

Special forces emerged in the early 20th century, with a significant growth in the field during the Second World War, when
"every major army involved in the fighting" created formations devoted to special operations behind enemy lines

The German special forces include the Special Operations Command of the German Army and the Naval Special Forces
Command of the German Navy. During operations, special forces are led by the special operations division Joint Operations

Command , which belongs to the Joint Support Service.
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Controls are poorly optimised (right hand controller is actually the left hand). Entire text is in chinese but voice overs are
English. There is no menu to change graphics and language settings (although I can't tell because everything is in Chinese)..
What I like about the table. This table is one of the few or perhaps the only table with multiball. Most of the original Zaccaria
tables did not have multiball in them. This one does have multiball but its super hard to get. You have to spell a word then get
the ball up a ramp on the right side. I think you again have to spell the word again and get the second ball up the ramp then you
have multiball. The table has no ball saver on it so multiball might last only about 7 seconds.

The music is catchy. The voice is nice but I cannot make out what it says. The table layout feels cramped. The ball likes to drain
a lot. This is not a great table. I do like it because its so unique and it was based on a real table that is super hard to find now
because of its age.. Not worth it, even at 99c on sale. Like many of the others say, it's basically just a single player mmo. It's so
grindy though that it just isn't worth it. I was so bored by playing this game that I just couldn't stand to continue. For anyone that
loves extreme grind without anyone to talk with\/adventure with, this is probably a gem. But that just isn't me, so I can't in good
conscience recommend it.
Play a f2p instead. Give the dollar to a homeless person. Buy a cheeseburger. Buy a pack of gum. There are plenty of other
options for your money that will satisfy you much more than this will. If you spend it here, the dollar will feel wasted.. A
graphically simple but mechanically deep game about interplanetary influence. It's an amazing amalgamation of other strategy
ideas in a way which feels fresh and new, and I wholeheartedly recommend it.. While an obvious homage to the likes of P.T.,
Infliction is a splendid horror game in its own right. Suitably tense with some interesting twists on the genre, Infliction really
shows the love that the developer and team have put into the game.. Very cool, was blown away by the detail and resolution of
the birth of venus painting. Still in its infancy, but if they could make this like wiki-vr museum one day with fine art from
around the world it would be amazing. Nice job.
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Uh? What's that?
I fall, I permanently fall, trying to evade things.
Some nice settings.
There is simply no fun doing this. Am I missing something? Could it be all there?. Warp is actually a decently fun game with
unique mechanics which I enjoyed (most of, apart from some pretty tedious boss design, to the point that I never bothered
beating the final boss). My issue comes from the EA\/Origin requirements to log in to their servers: you can play the game
without doing so, but there's a total firewall between online and offline saves to the point where progress made in one can't be
accessed at all in the other. This gave me issues a few times requiring me to restart the game.. You solve puzzles while John
Delancey (Q from Star Trek, Discord from MLP, the air traffic controller from Breaking Bad, etc.) says a bunch of stuff to you
enthusiastically. The puzzles are fairly varied. The Portal games are better by a long shot, but this was decent for one
playthrough. If you can get it for like 5 bucks, you may as well, provided you like John Delancey's voice. Nice game but not
great. I normally say a lot more, but the advertisements for the game tell you enough. If you like first person puzzle games
involving physics and such, you'll want to play it on the cheap.. nay. I thought of Joint task Force, but this is even more unstable
and lack of details.. Tato hra ma od svojich predchodzich verzii trosku dalej, da sa sice volne pohybovat po mape, ktora je
pomerne velka, ale nic vam to neda. Okrem toho mozte zbierat rozne casopisy a ine somariny, co ale na pribeh hry nema
vplyv....Co sa tyka samotnej hry, ciste GTA....

+ pribeh
+ grafika
+ hratelnost
+ dost vedlajsich uloh

- strasne, ale strasne vela bugov. Really funny concept and well executed (love the Dad's scary eyes), but just too frustrating to
be any fun. Add an easy mode, or a day by day save mode and I'd have enjoyed it a lot more.. Bought this to support the
developers. Hopefully, they did not abandon the game.. Excellent, lots of fun and some pieces are pretty manageable (while
others will offer challenge to those seeking it). Most importantly this is very good music, with excellent arrangements totally
worth sinking your teeth into
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